‘Going Underground’
[or the ‘Lap Dancing will Go Underground if you Don’t License it, so You Must License It’ Argument]

It is frequently suggested by supporters of the strip industry that if there aren’t licensed strip
clubs, the industry will go underground. This argument is even used to claim that it is actually proequalities to license lap dancing clubs because otherwise women will have to work in unlicensed
venues.

Illog ica l

This is a circular argument, as by that logic, nothing should be made
illegal because then it will just ‘go underground’.

if there are unlicensed clubs they are operating in breach of the law
and can be shut.

N o Ev id en ce
There is absolutely no evidence that not licensing the strip industry drives it ‘underground’. When
Not Buying It contacted Local Councils who did not license strip clubs, not one had found any
evidence of an underground industry.

The only ‘evidence’ to support the claim that lap dancing will go underground (as used by Sheffield
City Council and others) appears to come from a research paper by Colosi 1, a self-confessed fan of
the lap dancing industry who describes it as ‘fun’.

In this paper, Colosi cites a book she wrote as a PhD student 2, for which she worked for a short time
in a strip club. This book seems to merely state that working in an unlicensed environment can be
more dangerous for dancers. No evidence appears to be given that such unregulated environments
increase in the absence of licensed strip clubs.

Colosi also cites a book about New York by Marc Eliot 3
But this book is not research evidence. Described as a ‘rambunctious’
(aka ‘wildly boisterous’) commentary on Amazon, it was written by a man
who co-authors books with Erin Brokovitch and Barry White!

Illeg al C lub s can be Fo und an d Shu t

When illegal clubs set up they can always be found and shut down. If punters can find them, so
can the authorities, as has happened across the USA:

Atlanta: Man busted for running illegal strip club in his home 4,5
San Jose: Illegal clubs being shut after press reports 6
Phoenix, ‘stripper cage fighting’, openly advertised on Facebook, shut by authorities 7

Illeg al Str ip C lubs or Jus t Ille ga l Ac tiv itie s a nd L ega l S trip Clu bs ?

Many of the clubs dubbed ‘illegal’ and underground by casual observers might not be ‘illegal’ at
all (as in unlicensed), but rather operating in breach of that license (which, after all, is standard
across the industry) 8, 9.

Lic en s ed Clu bs A lrea dy Ac t lik e a n U nd erg rou nd In du st ry

The greatest irony of this argument is perhaps the fact that the licensed strip trade already
operates like an underground industry. This is exposed by research 10, countless testimonies from
lap dancers 11 and dozens of press exposés 8.

A P rivate P arty is NOT an U nd erg rou nd St rip C lub
On closer probing, it appears that the ‘going underground’ argument actually seems to refer to
‘private parties with strippers’. This is not an underground strip club. Private parties that hire
lap dancers (or prostitutes) are sadly going to happen regardless. But they are surely more likely
to happen and be seen as totally acceptable in a culture that condones the High Street presence
of strip clubs.
The rationale for stating performers will be driven into unsafe private hire parties appears then to
be that lap dancers can’t do anything else. We elaborate on the fallacy of this separately 12. But
we would highlight here, yet again, that we call on all Councils that close strip clubs to provide
meaningful exit support for women the trade.

T he Le gal ise d I nd us try D riv es th e I lleg al I n dus tr y

But perhaps most importantly, the central premise that not licensing the industry will drive it
underground is on its head. It is actually the legitimising of the sex industry that drives the
underground trade – as has been found in every country that has legalised or decriminalised
the pimps and punters in prostitution 13.
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